Abstract. In this paper, we make a study of the Iwasawa theory of an elliptic curve at a supersingular prime p along an arbitrary Z p -extension of a number field K in the case when p splits completely in K. Generalizing work of Kobayashi [10] and Perrin-Riou [17], we define restricted Selmer groups and l G , m G -invariants; we then derive asymptotic formulas describing the growth of the Selmer group in terms of these invariants. To be able to work with non-cyclotomic Z p -extensions, a new local result is proven that gives a complete description of the formal group of an elliptic curve at a supersingular prime along any ramified Z p -extension of Q p .
Introduction
Over the last few years, much light has been shed on the subject of Iwasawa theory of elliptic curves at supersingular primes. In [11] and [17] , asymptotic formulas for the size of [ðE=Q n Þ½ p y have been established where Q n runs through the cyclotomic Z p -extension of Q. In [10] and [18] , a theory of algebraic and analytic p-adic L-functions is formed that closely parallels the case of ordinary reduction. The methods of all of the above papers depend heavily upon varying the fields considered in the cyclotomic direction. The purpose of this paper is to extend some of these results to a more general collection of Z p -extensions.
The essential di¤erence in Iwasawa theory between the ordinary and the supersingular case is that, in the later case, the Galois theory of Selmer groups is badly behaved. Namely, if K y =K is a Z p -extension with layers K n and E=K is an elliptic curve supersingular at some prime over p, then the Selmer group of E over K n is much smaller than the GalðK y =K n Þ-invariants of the Selmer group of E over K y . (In the case of ordinary reduction, these two groups are nearly the same by Mazur's control theorem.) The reason descent fails in the supersingular case boils down to the fact that the trace map onÊ E (the formal group of E=Q p ) is not surjective along a ramified Z p -extension. Following [14] , we make a careful study of how the trace map a¤ects the Galois theory and we propose an analogous ''control theorem'' that takes into account the formal group of E (see Theorem 3.1). In the end, this setup allows one to convert the local information ofÊ E into global information about the Selmer group of E. These considerations are carried out in section 3.
In [10] , a complete description of the Galois module structure ofÊ Eðk n Þ is given in terms of generators and relations where k n runs through the local cyclotomic Z pextension of Q p . The new local result of this paper is a generalization of the above result to any ramified Z p -extension of Q p . Namely, if L y =Q p is a ramified Z p -extension with layers L n , we produce points d n AÊ EðL n Þ such that Tr n nÀ1 ðd n Þ ¼ Àd nÀ2 for n f 2 where Tr n nÀ1 :Ê EðL n Þ !Ê EðL nÀ1 Þ is the trace map. Furthermore, d n and d nÀ1 generateÊ EðL n Þ over Z p ½GalðL n =Q p Þ (see Theorem 4.5) . From this result, we can completely describe the kernel and cokernel of the trace map. This local analysis is done in section 4. Note that the above analysis ofÊ E not only gives generators and relations, but the generators satisfy a compatibility as the level varies. It is precisely this compatibility that allows Iwasawa theory in the supersingular case to retain the flavor of the ordinary case.
To be able to apply these local results, we are obliged to work with number fields K for which p splits completely (since the local result assumes that we are working over Q p ). For such K and p, we analyze arbitrary Z p -extensions of K. Following [14] , we produce algebraic p-adic L-functions and then using the ideas of [10] and [18] we form plus/minus p-adic L-functions that actually lie in the Iwasawa algebra (assuming a p ¼ 0). Attached to these L-functions, we can associate plus/minus m and l-invariants.
In section 5, we analyze the case where these L-functions are units (i.e. when all the m and l-invariants are zero). In terms of E, this is the case when EðKÞ=pEðKÞ ¼ 0, [ðE=KÞ½ p ¼ 0 and p F TamðE=KÞ; here TamðE=KÞ represents the Tamagawa factor of E over K. (Note that by the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture, these hypotheses are equivalent to LðE=K; 1Þ W E=K being a p-adic unit.) Under these strict global hypotheses, we prove that EðK n Þ and [ðE=K n Þ½ p y are finite for all n. Furthermore, we describe precisely the Galois structure of [ðE=K n Þ½ p y and, in particular, produce precise formulas for its size.
When K ¼ Q and
LðE=Q; 1Þ W E=Q is a p-adic unit, using Kato's Euler system we can verify our algebraic hypotheses and we recover the main result of [11] (see Corollary 5.10). When K is an imaginary quadratic extension of Q where p splits and LðE=K; 1Þ W E=K is a p-adic unit, we can again verify our algebraic hypotheses via Kato's result and produce exact descriptions of the size and structure of [ðE=K n Þ½ p y (see Corollary 5.11 ).
In section 6, we give two di¤erent constructions of these plus/minus algebraic p-adic L-functions. Namely, we follow [14] and use the points fd n g to produce p-adic power series. Alternatively, we use the methods of [10] to produce restricted Selmer groups (which behave more like Selmer groups at ordinary primes). These two approaches are related in that the characteristic power series of the restricted Selmer groups agree with the power series constructed (see Proposition 6.9).
Finally, in section 7, we study the arithmetic of E along the extension K y =K. When the coranks of the Selmer groups grow without bound along this extension, the algebraic padic L-functions vanish and the restricted Selmer groups are not cotorsion (over the Iwasawa algebra). In this case, the coranks of these restricted Selmer groups control the rate of growth of the coranks of the Selmer groups at each finite level (see Proposition 7.1). On the other hand, when these coranks remain bounded, we prove that these L-functions are nonzero and the restricted Selmer groups are indeed cotorsion. In this case, we produce asymptotic formulas for the growth of these Selmer group in terms of the Iwasawa invariants of the plus/minus p-adic L-functions as in [17] (see Theorem 7.14).
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Preliminaries
Let E=Q be an elliptic curve and p an odd supersingular prime for E. Let K=Q be a finite extension and K y =K a Z p -extension with layers K n . Denote by L the Iwasawa algebra Z p ½½GalðK y =KÞ and let G n ¼ GalðK y =K n Þ. We will impose the following hypothesis on the splitting type of the prime p in K y .
Hypothesis (S) (for splitting type). The prime p splits completely in
Proof. We have an exact sequence
whereẼ E denotes the reduction of E mod p and where E 1 is defined by the above sequence. Since p is supersingular,Ẽ EðF p Þ has no p-torsion (see [22] , V, Theorem 3.1). Furthermore, since E 1 ðQ p Þ GÊ EðQ p Þ, we have E 1 ðQ p Þ has no p-torsion (see [22] , VII, Proposition 2.2 and IV, Theorem 6.1). Hence, EðQ p Þ½ p ¼ 0. Now since p splits completely in K, we have that
For L an algebraic extension of Q and v a prime of L, define
where the product is taken over all primes of L. We will use the following abbreviations:
where 
Proof. See [23] , Theorem 2.1. r
We can use local duality to analyze the local factors H E ðK v Þ appearing in the definition of the Selmer group.
Proof. We have that EðK v Þ G Z
Â T where vjl and T is a finite group (see [22] , VII, Proposition 6.3). Hence by (2) , H E ðK v Þ G ðT n Z p Þ 5 if l 3 p and is therefore finite. For pjp,
3. Global duality. Let S be a finite set of primes of L containing p, the infinite primes and all primes of bad reduction for E and let K S be the maximal extension of K that is unramified outside of S. We have two exact sequences
H E ðK n; v Þ ð3Þ and 0 ! S n; S ðTÞ ! S n ðTÞ ! L
where H n ¼ H 1 ðK S =K n ; E½ p y Þ and where S n; S ðTÞ is defined by the second sequence. By Tate local duality, EðK v Þ n Z p is dual to H E ðK n; v Þ. Global duality asserts that these two sequences splice into a five term exact sequence.
Theorem 2.4 (Global duality). The sequence
is exact where the first two maps come from (3) and the last two maps come from (4) and Tate local duality.
Proof. For a statement of global duality in this form see [20] , Section 1.7. r
A control theorem in the supersingular case
When p is an ordinary prime for E, Mazur proved that the natural map of restriction between S n and S G n y has finite kernel and cokernel of size bounded independent of n (see [12] ). A theorem of this form, that compares S n to S G n y is often called a control theorem. A key ingredient needed for this result is that the trace map on the formal group of E is surjective along a ramified Z p -extension.
In the supersingular case, the trace fails to be surjective (see [11] ). In fact, the Z pcorank of cokerðS n ! S G n y Þ grows without bound. In this section, we will produce an analogous control theorem that describes this cokernel in terms of the formal group of E. Throughout this section, we will be assuming (S).
Let s n : S n ! S G n y and r n; v : H E ðK n; v Þ ! H E ðK y; v 0 Þ denote the natural restriction maps with v 0 some prime of K y over v. The following theorem can be thought of as a control theorem in the supersingular case. Theorem 3.1. We have a four term exact sequence 0 ! S n ðTÞ S n; S ðTÞ !Ê EðK n; p Þ Â B n ! ðX y Þ G n ! x n X n ! 0
EðK n; p j Þ and B n is a finite group whose size is bounded by the p-part of TamðE=K n Þ.
To prove this theorem, we will need to control the kernel and cokernel of s n . We follow the methods of [3] and [4] and direct the reader to these articles for more details. (1) kerðs n Þ ¼ 0.
where g n is defined in (3).
Proof. This proposition follows from applying the snake lemma to the diagram defining S n and S y . See [3] , Chapter 4, especially Lemma 4.2 and 4.3 for details. r
The following proposition describes kerðr n; v Þ. The case of primes dividing p behaves quite di¤erently from primes not over p. (1) For v F p, kerðr n; v Þ is finite. If v splits completely in K y , then kerðr n; v Þ ¼ 0; otherwise it has size equal to TamðE=K n; v Þ up to a p-adic unit.
(2) For pjp, kerðr n; p Þ ¼ H E ðK n; p Þ.
Proof. For part (1) , see the comments after Lemma 3.3 in [4] . For part (2), we have
where the last inverse limit is taken with respect to the trace map. However, there are no universal norms forÊ E along the ramified Z p -extension K y; p =K p since p is supersingular (see [11] ). Therefore, H E ðK y; p Þ ¼ 0 and kerðr n; p Þ ¼ H E ðK n; p Þ. r Remark 3.4. The fact that kerðr n; p Þ equals all of H E ðK n; p Þ is the essential di¤erence between the ordinary case and the supersingular case and is the reason why the cokernel of s n grows without bound.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. To control cokerðs n Þ we will need to understand how imðg n Þ relates to L
For v F p, the image of H E ðK n; v Þ in S n ðTÞ 5 is zero (the former is a finite group by Lemma 2.3 and the latter is a free module). Hence, we can write imðg n Þ ¼ H p Â A with A L H p and applying global duality again yields Namely, let us define
Then f ðX Þ is a lift of Frobenius corresponding to p, that is f ðX Þ ¼ pX ðmod deg 2Þ and f ðX Þ ¼ X p ðmod pÞ and moreover it satisfies the properties:
(2) The coe‰cient of X pÀ1 is p.
We call this a good lift of Frobenius.
Lemma 4.1. For p as above and for a good lift of Frobenius f ðX Þ, let us denote by F f ðX ; Y Þ the corresponding formal group law. We have 
Writing the identity for F f we get:
with a ij A Z p . One checks that the identity (7) uniquely determines each a ij modulo p. Since the power series X þ Y þ XY satisfies (7), we must then have that
The proof for ½a f ðX Þ is similar. r Proof. From Lemma 4.1, we see that À a j ðiÞ Á is a lower triangular matrix modulo p with ones along the diagonal. Hence, det
Let us denote by O n the ring of integers in k n and by M n its maximal ideal. For every n, we have k n ¼ Q p ðF f ½p n Þ where F f ½p n denotes the p n -torsion of the formal group F f . 
Proof. Apply Corollary 4.2. r
For every n A Z f1 we denote by G n ð f Þ the Z p -submodule of M n generated by F f ½p n . The main result of this section is the following proposition.
To prove part (1) , it su‰ces to show that G n ð f Þ contains elements of valuation b p n À p nÀ1 for all b f 1. But this follows immediately from Corollary 4.3. r 4.2. Formal groups of elliptic curves with supersingular reduction. Let E=Q p be an elliptic curve with supersingular reduction and suppose that a p ¼ 0. Let us denote, as in the previous sections, byÊ E the formal group of E, i.e. the formal scheme over Z p which is the formal completion of the Néron model of E at the identity of its special fiber. Let L y =Q p be a ramified Z p -extension with layers L n . We denote by Tr n nÀ1 :Ê EðL n Þ !Ê EðL nÀ1 Þ the trace with respect to the group-lawÊ EðX ; Y Þ. Then the following is the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.5. For n f 0 there exists d n AÊ EðL n Þ such that:
(3) For n f 1,Ê EðL n Þ is generated by d n and d nÀ1 as a Z p ½GalðL n =Q p Þ-module. Also, d 0 generatesÊ EðQ p Þ.
The proof of this theorem will fill the rest of this section. Let us consider the Z Â pextension k y attached to L y as in the section 4.1 and denote by p the generator of the group of universal norms of the extension k y =Q p which has positive valuation. We will first construct a sequence of points c n AÊ Eðk n Þ which satisfy the same trace relations and then use these points to construct the points of Theorem 4.5.
We will use Honda-theory as in [9] , section 8, and we will choose a particular representative of the isomorphism class ofÊ E whose logarithm has a certain form. More precisely, let f ðX Þ be a good lift of Frobenius attached to p as in section 4.1 and let
where f ð0Þ ðX Þ ¼ X and if n f 1 is an integer we set f ðnÞ ðX Þ :
, thenÊ E and G are isomorphic formal groups over Z p and the logarithm of G is lðX Þ. For the rest of this section we will identify these two formal groups and will writeÊ E for G. We first have Lemma 4.6. The formal groupÊ E has no p-power torsion points in k n for all n f 0.
Proof. The proof is the same, modulo the obvious adjustments, as the proof of Proposition 8.7 of [10] . r Corollary 4.7. The group homomorphism l :Ê Eðk n Þ !Ĝ G a ðk n Þ is injective.
Proof. This corollary follows immediately from Lemma 4.6 since the kernel of the logarithm of a formal group is composed precisely of the elements of finite order. r Let F f ðX ; Y Þ be the Lubin-Tate formal group over Z p attached to the lift of Frobenius f ðX Þ as in section 4.1 and let us choose a p-sequence fe n g nf0 in k y , i.e. e n A F f ½p n À F f ½p nÀ1 such that f ðe n Þ ¼ e nÀ1 for all n f 1. Let A pZ p be such that
and define c n AÊ Eðk n Þ to be c n ¼ e n ½þÊ E for all n f 0. The following lemma computes the traces of the c n .
Lemma 4.8. For n f 1, we have Tr n nÀ1 ðc n Þ ¼ Àc nÀ2 where here Tr n nÀ1 is the trace from E Eðk n Þ toÊ Eðk nÀ1 Þ. For n ¼ 1,
Proof. Everything is set up so that the proof follows formally the same steps as the proof of Lemma 8.9 in [10] . Namely, as l is injective onÊ Eðk y Þ, it is enough to show that the relation holds after applying l to both sides of the equality. For n f 2, we have
where e k ¼ 0 for k negative. (Here we have used the fact that Tr k n =k nÀ1 ðe n Þ ¼ Àp which follows from the fact that f ðxÞ is a good lift in the sense of section 4.1.) The calculation is similar for n ¼ 1. r Proposition 4.9. We have lðM n Þ H M n þ k nÀ1 and l induces an isomorphism
Further c n generatesÊ Eðk n Þ=Ê Eðk nÀ1 Þ as a Z p ½Galðk n =Q p Þ-module.
Proof. The proof follows the steps of the proof of Proposition 8.11 of [10] . The main new ingredient is Proposition 4.4. r Corollary 4.10. For n f 1, c n and c nÀ1 generateÊ Eðk n Þ as a Z p ½Galðk n =Q p Þ-module.
Proof. This follows easily from Proposition 4.9 and the trace relations satisfied by the c n (see Lemma 4.8). r Proof of Theorem 4.5. Let d n :¼ Tr k nþ1 =L n ðc nþ1 Þ AÊ EðL n Þ. Then it is easy to see that Tr n nÀ1 ðd n Þ ¼ Àd nÀ2 for n f 2. Moreover, since ½k nþ1 : L m is prime to p, Tr k nþ1 =L n :Ê Eðk nþ1 Þ !Ê EðL n Þ is surjective. Thus, since c n and c nÀ1 generateÊ Eðk nþ1 Þ as a Z p ½Galðk nþ1 =Q p Þ-module, we have that d n and d nÀ1 generateÊ EðL n Þ as a Z p ½GalðL n =Q p Þ-module for n f 1. r
The following proposition describes the relations that the d n satisfy. We first introduce some notation that will be used throughout the remainder of the paper.
be the p n -th cyclotomic polynomial, x n ¼ F n ð1 þ X Þ and
which we identify with Z p ½½X by choosing some topological generator of GalðL y =LÞ.
Proposition 4.11. There is an exact sequence
where the first map is the diagonal embedding (note thatÊ EðQ p Þ L L k d k for each k) and the second map is ða;
n with e ¼ ðÀ1Þ n .
Proof. The exact sequence comes from [10] , Proposition 8.12. For the second part, we have that
Hence, there is a surjective map L n =o e n ! L n d n obtained by sending 1 to d n . To see that this map is injective, it is enough to note that L n =o e n and L n d n are free Z p -modules of the same rank (which follows from the above exact sequence). r Corollary 4.12. For n f 0 and e ¼ ðÀ1Þ n :
(1) kerðTr
Þ is a p-group with p-rank equal to q n where
Proof. By Proposition 4.11, we have
where the middle vertical map sends ðd n ; 0Þ to ð0; Àd nÀ2 Þ and ð0; d nÀ1 Þ to ðp Á d nÀ1 ; 0Þ. Then applying the snake lemma and Proposition 4.11 yields the result. r 4.3. The plus/minus Perrin-Riou map. We follow closely [10] , section 8 except that we work with a Z p -extension instead of a Z Â p -extension. This produces a certain shift in the numbering but the main arguments are formally the same. Let T be the p-adic Tate-module of E considered as a GalðQ p =Q p Þ-module. The Kummer mapÊ EðL n Þ ! H 1 ðL n ; TÞ together with cup product and the Weil pairing induces
Let G n :¼ GalðL n =Q p Þ G Z=p n Z and for every x AÊ EðL n Þ let us define the morphism P x; n : H 1 ðL n ; TÞ ! Z p ½G n by P x; n ðzÞ ¼ P s A G n ðx s ; zÞ n s. Both H 1 ðL n ; TÞ and Z p ½G n are naturally G n -modules and P x; n is G n -equivariant for all x and n. Moreover, for every x AÊ EðL n Þ and n f 1 the following diagram 
is commutative. Using the sequence of points fd n g n we consider two subsequences:
AÊ EðL mÀ1 Þ for all 1 e m e n; m oddg; E E À ðL n Þ :¼ fP AÊ EðL n Þ j Tr n m ðPÞ AÊ EðL mÀ1 Þ for all 1 e m e n; m eveng:
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Proposition 8.12 of [10] . r
We define H 1 G ðL n ; TÞ :¼
H H 1 ðL n ; TÞ where we think of E EðL n Þ G n Q p =Z p as embedded in H 1 ðL n ; V =TÞ by the Kummer map with V ¼ T n Z p Q p . The orthogonal complement is taken with respect to the Tate pairing
Lemma 4.14.
(1) kerðP
Proof. The first part is clear from Lemma 4.13. For the second part, we have that
by Proposition 4.11. The lemma then follows because any element of L n that is killed by o
We define P G L; n to be the unique map which makes the following diagram commute:
Here the right vertical map is L
The properties of the maps P G L; n are gathered in the following proposition. 
commutes. (Here the right vertical map is the natural projection.)
(2) P G L; n is surjective for all n f 1.
Proof. See the proofs of Proposition 8.18, 8.21 and 8.23 of [10] . r Diagram (9) allows us to consider the projective limit (with respect to n) of the maps P G L; n and we denote this limit by
G ðL n ; TÞ; cor Á and we have:
Proof. See In this section, we will be working under the following restrictive global hypothesis. Recall that p is assumed to be odd.
Hypothesis (G) (for global):
(1) p F TamðE=KÞ,
In the good (non-anomalous) ordinary case, this hypothesis implies that both the minvariant and l-invariant of E vanishes along any Z p -extension of K. For this reason, we refer to the situation in this section as the ''most basic'' case. Throughout this section we will be assuming (S) and (G) and under these hypotheses we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Assuming (S), (G), a p ¼ 0 and p odd, we have
where d ¼ ½K : Q and q k is defined in Corollary 4.12.
Remark 5.2. The hypothesis a p ¼ 0 is probably not necessary. See [19] for a proof of this theorem for general a p (divisible by p) when K ¼ Q. However, the condition that p is odd is necessary (see [19] , Remark 1.2).
We begin by computing the structure of X
Proof. The first equality follows from [21] , Corollary 5. The inequality follows from a global Euler characteristic calculation (see [5] , Proposition 3) since
Proof. Considering Theorem 3.1 with n ¼ 0 yieldŝ In particular, Theorem 3.1 yieldŝ Proof. By Corollary 4.12, d n; j is killed by o e n . Since R n is a Galois equivariant map, R n ðd n; j Þ is also killed by o e n and is therefore divisible byõ o Lemma 5.7. detðu ij Þ is a unit in L n .
Proof. To prove this lemma it is enough to check that det À u ij ð0Þ Á is a unit in Z p . We have by diagram (12)
By Theorem 4.5, in the case that n is even, Tr n 0 ðd n; j Þ ¼ Gp 
Then by Theorem 4.5, I n is the ideal of L d n generated by R n ðd n; j Þ and R n ðd nÀ1; j Þ for j ¼ 1; . . . ; d.
Proof. Letõ o e n; j ¼ ð0; . . . ;õ o e n ; . . . ; 0Þ whereõ o e n lies in the j-th coordinate and let J n be the ideal generated byõ o þ n; j andõ o À n; j for j ¼ 1; . . . ; d. To prove the proposition, it su‰ces to show that I n ¼ J n . By Proposition 5.6, I n L J n . Conversely, from (13) in the proof of Lemma 5.7, we have that ðI n Þ G G ðJ n Þ G . Therefore, by Nakayama's lemma we can conclude I n ¼ J n . r Proof of Theorem 5.1. From (11) and Proposition 5.8,
An explicit computation (see [10] , Lemma 7.1) shows that
Therefore, S n is finite and, in particular, EðK n Þ is finite proving part (1). Now since there is no presence of rank, S n G [ðE=K n Þ½ p y ; this together with (14) yields part (2) . Finally, part (3) follows from (15). r
Analytic consequences.
We begin with a lemma that converts analytic hypotheses into algebraic ones. The following is a deep lemma that relies heavily upon Kato where a is a root of x 2 À a p x þ p (see [13] , Section 14).
In [15] 
Algebraic p-adic L-functions
In this section, we construct algebraic p-adic L-functions in two di¤erent ways. First, we work directly with the points fd n g and Theorem 3.1 to produce two p-adic power series as in [14] . However, as in section 5, we first remove certain trivial zeroes to obtain elements of the Iwasawa algebra. Alternatively, we consider plus/minus Selmer groups as in [10] and define algebraic p-adic L-functions as the characteristic power series of these L-modules. Finally, we show that these two constructions yield the same power series (up to a unit in L). We continue to assume (S) in order to make use of the local results of section 4.
6.1. Construction of algebraic p-adic L-functions via {d n }. We begin by generalizing the constructions done in section 5. Assuming (G), it was shown in Proposition 5.4 that rk L X y ¼ d. In general, this would be true assuming a form of the weak Leopoldt conjecture. We introduce this conjecture as another hypothesis. (See [6] for a formulation of this conjecture and for cases when it is known to be true.)
Proposition 6.1. When p is supersingular for E=Q, we have that (W) is equivalent to rk L X y ¼ d.
Proof. This is clear from Proposition 5.3 and its proof. r
If Y is the L-torsion submodule of X y , we have
where Z is torsion free. By Proposition 6.1, embedding Z into its reflexive hull yields a sequence
with H finite. We can then define a map
where the second map comes from Theorem 3.1, the third map comes from (16) and the final map comes from (17) . Denote by Q n the map fromÊ EðK n; p Þ to ðX y Þ G n and by R n the map fromÊ EðK n; p Þ to L d n . These maps satisfy an important compatibility property already exploited in section 5. Before discussing this property, we state a lemma on the functoriality of the snake lemma. Proof. Since we have a fixed map X y ! L d defined independent of n, the square
commutes and therefore, we only need to check the commutativity of the left diagram in the proposition.
We will use the notation of Theorem 3.1. Furthermore, letÊ E n ¼Ê EðK n; p Þ and M n ¼ L v kerðr n; v Þ. Then, examining the definition of ðQ n Þ 5 piece-by-piece yields 
where the first horizontal map (for either the top or bottom row) is the natural projection, the second is given by the snake lemma (Proposition 3.2), the third is the natural inclusion, the fourth is the natural projection (applying Proposition 3.3) and the fifth is given by Tate local duality. The first vertical map is the natural inclusion, the second is induced by this inclusion, the third, fourth and fifth maps are induced by restriction and the sixth map is given by the dual of the trace map.
We now check the commutativity of this diagram square-by-square. The first square commutes essentially by definition. The second square commutes by the functoriality of the snake lemma (Lemma 6.2). The third and fourth squares commute because restriction commutes with these natural inclusions and projections. Finally, the commutativity of the last square is an essential property of Tate local duality (see [12] , Proposition 4.2). Dualizing then yields the proposition. r Since these maps are Galois equivariant, Proposition 5.6 remains valid in this setting. In particular, we can write R n ðd n; j Þ ¼õ o 
which is well-defined up to a unit in L.
Remark 6.6. Note that L G p ðE; K y =K; X Þ can be identically zero. This vanishing occurs when corank Z p ðS n Þ is unbounded (see Corollary 7.10). Furthermore, these coranks can indeed be unbounded. For example, consider the case where K is a quadratic imaginary field and K y is the anticylotomic extension. The recent results of [2] and [25] show that if there are Heegner points present then indeed the corank of S n will grow without bound.
6.2. Restricted Selmer groups. As in [10] , we define plus/minus Selmer groups by putting harsher local conditions at each pjp.
These plus/minus Selmer groups behave like Selmer groups at ordinary primes. In particular, they satisfy a control theorem in the spirit of Mazur's original control theorem.
is injective and has a finite cokernel bounded independent of n.
Proof. The proof in [10] , Theorem 9.3 translates verbatim over to our situation. r
, then X G y need not be a torsion L-module. The ranks of these modules will be discussed in section 7.1.
Comparing Sel
As in the ordinary case, when X G y is a torsion module, its characteristic power series should be considered as an algebraic p-adic L-function. The following proposition (whose proof will fill the remainder of the section) relates this point of view with that of section 6.1.
Before proving this proposition, we begin with a few lemmas. Proof. We check this for n even; the case of n odd is similar. We have
where the second map is given by Proposition 4.15. The first map is injective since z A H 1 þ ðK n; p ; TÞ X H 1 À ðK n; p ; TÞ is orthogonal toÊ EðK n; p Þ ¼Ê E þ ðK n; p Þ þÊ E À ðK n; p Þ and hence inÊ EðK n; p Þ. However, this map is not surjective; its image is killed byõ o À n (rather than just o À n ) which we now check. 
Hence, since rk Z p H 1 ðK n; p ; TÞ ¼ 2 Á p n ,
and therefore H 1 þ ðK n; p ; TÞ E EðK n; p Þ has Z p -rank equal to q n .
then the projection of M to Z p ½m p k for k odd or k ¼ 0 is an ideal of this ring. In particular, this projection is zero or of finite index.
If M equals the image of H 1 þ ðK n; p ; TÞ E EðK n; p Þ in L=o À n L, then since the Z p -rank of M is equal to q n , its projection to Z p ½m p k must be non-zero for k > 0 and its projection to Z p must be zero. But this means precisely thatõ o 
by the definition ofÊ E þ ; this completes the proof. r
Repeating the arguments of Theorem 3.1 for the plus/minus Selmer groups yields
where
. Taking the projective limit of the top line of the above diagram yields
Let R G be the composition of Q G with the embedding of X y into L d from (16) and (17) 
Proof. Let e ¼ ðÀ1Þ n . We begin by recovering the sequence fd n; j g n (constructed in section 4) from the element z j . Let z n j be the image of z j in H 
SinceÊ E e ðK n; p Þ is cyclic, generated by d n; j (Lemma 4.13), we can write d 0 n; j ¼ d n; j Á v n; j with v n; j A L=o 
Then cancellingõ o e n and taking limits over n of a fixed parity yields the lemma. r
Proof of Proposition 6.9. If corank Z p ðS n Þ is unbounded we will see by Corollary 7.7 and Corollary 7.10 that our proposition holds with ð0Þ ¼ ð0Þ. So we may assume that corank Z p ðS n Þ is bounded. From (19), we have
X Þ Á v which completes the proof. r
Growth of Selmer groups in Z p -extensions
In this section, we explore the growth of corank Z p ðS n Þ as n varies. We describe this growth in terms of the L-ranks of X þ y and X À y . When corank Z p ðS n Þ is bounded, we compute the growth of [ðE=K n Þ½ p y in terms of the m and l-invariants of L G p ðE; K y =K; X Þ as in [17] . Throughout this section, we will be assuming (S).
Corank of Selmer groups
Proposition 7.1. Assuming (W), we have
where e ¼ ðÀ1Þ n . (Here, and in what follows, the Oð1Þ term depends upon E and upon K y =K, but not upon n.)
In the ordinary case, such growth formulas always have this form. However, in the supersingular case, one should have situations where r þ 3 r À . Namely, if K is a quadratic imaginary extension of Q, K y is the anticyclotomic Z p -extension and E has CM by K, then conjecturally r e ¼ 1 and r Àe ¼ 0 where e is minus the sign of the functional equation for E. (See [7] , p. 247 and [1] .)
Before proving Proposition 7.1, we begin with a definition and some lemmas.
To ease notation, let
Lemma 7.4. We have:
(1) For any finitely generated L n -module M, the map M 
Part (3) follows as in [10] , Proposition 10.1. r
n is bounded independent of n.
Proof. Since cokerðS 0 n ! S 1 n Þ has Z p -rank bounded by d, it su‰ces to check that corank Z p S 0 n is bounded. By Theorem 3.1, we have that Proof. We prove this for even n > 1; the other cases follow similarly. Consider the diagramÊ
Then S n =S nÀ1 is finite if and only if kerðp n Þ=Q n À kerðTr n nÀ1 Þ Á is finite by Corollary 4.12. We have that kerðp n Þ G o nÀ1 X y =o n X y and from (16) 
The map R n restricted to kerðTr n nÀ1 Þ is given by the composite map 
Þ and hence S n =S nÀ1 is infinite from (22 
Then by (22) , this is equivalent to S n =S nÀ1 being finite completing the proof. r Proof. The result follows from Proposition 7.9 and the fact that a non-zero element of L has finitely many zeroes. r 7.3. Case of bounded rank. Throughout this subsection, we will assume (B) and obtain formulas describing the growth of S n along K y =K.
Definition 7.11. Assuming (B) (so that L G p ðE; K y =K; X Þ is non-zero) define
We begin with a general lemma about the ''growth'' of torsion L-modules.
Lemma 7.12. If Y is a torsion L-module, then for n large enough o nÀ1 Y =o n Y is finite of size mðY Þ Á ðp n À p nÀ1 Þ þ lðY Þ À rk Z p ðY G n Þ.
Proof. By the structure theory of L-modules, we may assume that Y is of the form L=f e with f an irreducible polynomial. (Note that any finite groups that appear are killed by o n for n large enough.) If gcdð f ; o n Þ ¼ 1, then If f ¼ x k for some k e n, then 
Since, EðK n; v Þ n Z p is finite for v F p, we have that rk Z p S 0 n ðTÞ ¼ rk Z p S n; S ðTÞ completing the proof. r Theorem 7.14. Assuming (B), we have that
& where s is the stable value of corank Z p S k and n is su‰ciently large.
Proof. Consider the diagram 0 ! S n ðTÞ S n; S ðTÞ ! B n ÂÊ EðK n; p Þ ! For n large enough, S n ðTÞ, S n; S ðTÞ and B n stabilize and the vertical maps in the above diagram between these groups become multiplication by p.
We will break the above diagram into two pieces; namely 0 ! S n ðTÞ S n; S ðTÞ ! B n ÂÊ EðK n; p Þ ! M n ! 0 
where M n is defined by the above diagrams. If s 0 ¼ rk Z p S n; S ðTÞ and h ¼ rk F p B n =pB n , then applying the snake lemma to (25) 
Again, for n large enough, L 
Finally, from Theorem 7.13, we have that s 0 ¼ rk Z p ðY G n Þ which completes the proof of the theorem. r
